Actiive Feedbacck Control aand Shunt D
Damping

mple 3.2: A servomechaanism incorpporating a hydraulic
h
rellay with disp
placement
Exam
feedbback through
h a dashpot and
a spring assembly
a
is shown
s
below
w. [Control System
S
by
Beardd, 1984]

Fig. 3.7 Servomechannism with a hhydraulic rellay
The velocity
v
of the
t output raam (Dx,) is equal to K times the m
movement off the pilot
valvee from its neutral positiion. Given that
t
the inerrtia of all paarts and thee effect of
frictioon (other thhan at the dashpot
d
c) may
m be neglected, determine the eqquation of
motioon of the sysstem.
For thhe control ro
od,

where v is the sprring displaceement and y is the movem
ment of the spool valve. Thus;

(33.19)

(33.20)
Forcee balance forr the spring and
a dashpot gives

(33.21)
So thhat

(3
3.22)
The fflow equation gives Dxo = Ky. Substtituting for y and v givess

(33.23)
This can be rearraanged to givve the equatioon of motionn as;

(33.24)

Prob
blem 3.3:
A linnear remote position conntrol system
m with negatiive output ffeedback con
nsists of a
potenntiometer giv
ving 8 V/raad errors to an amplifieer, and a m
motor which applies a
torquue of 3 N m/V
V to the load. The load has inertia of
o 6 kg m2 and
a viscous friction
f
of
12 N m s/rad.
a derive itts equation oof motion.
(i) Drraw a block diagram for the system and
(ii) C
Calculate thee maximum overshoot
o
inn the output response to a step inputt of 2 rad,
and

(iii) G
Given that a tacho-gennerator is em
mployed to provide
p
neggative outpuut velocity
feedbback, derivee the new equation of motion andd calculate tthe velocity feedback
coeffficient needeed to give criitical dampinng.
Sol:
(i) Thhe block diag
gram for thee system is

F 3.8 Blockk Diagram
Fig.
E
Equation
is
(3.25)
So thhe final equattion of motioon is

(3.26)

where
K = 8 V/rad errorr
G = 3 Nm/V,
J = 6 kg m2, and
c = 122 N m s/rad,,

With a step inpput, overshooot is
ii) W

(33.27)

and oovershoot = 2 x 0.163 raad = 0.326 rad,
r
for a 2 rad input
W output velocity feeddback, the block diagram
m is
(iii) With

Fig. 3.9 Blockk diagram
So thaat

(3
3.28)
and thhe equation off motion is

(3
3.29)
For crritical dampingg

that iss

Hencee,

A
Ans.

Vibration Damp
ping:
Dampping is a phenomenon
p
n by whichh mechanicaal energy iss dissipatedd (usually
conveerted as therrmal energy)) in dynamic systems.

Fiig. 3.10 Dispplacement tim
me response of damped system
Threee primary mechanisms innvolved in damping
d
 Internal damping
d
– off material
 Structurall damping – at joints andd interface
 Fluid dam
mping – throuugh fluid -sttructure interractions
Two types of extternal damppers can be added
a
to a mechanical
m
s
system
to im
mprove its
energgy dissipation characterisstics:
 Active daampers – reqquire external source of ppower
 Passive daampers – Dooes not requiire
MAT
TERIAL (Intternal) Dampping
Internal damping
d
origginates from energy dissiipation assocciated with:
--microstrructure defeccts (grain booundaries & impurities),
-thermo elastic
e
effectss (caused byy local tempeerature gradiients)
-eddy-currrent effects (ferromagneetic materials),
-dislocatioon motion inn metals, etcc
Typees of Internall damping:
-Viscoelaastic dampingg
-Hysteretiic damping

Shunt Damping:
Structural damping is an important means of reducing vibration, noise and fatigue.
Vibration can be suppressed by adding mass to a system, introducing a mechanical
vibration absorber or a variety of other techniques. This paper explores the use of
“smart materials” or piezoelectric polymers in conjunction with an electrical shunt
circuit as a single mode damper. Piezoelectric shunt damping is a popular technique
for vibration suppression in smart structures. These are characterized by the
connection of electrical impedance to a structurally bonded piezoelectric transducer.
Such methods do not require an external sensor, may guarantee stability of the
shunted system and do not require parametric models for design purposes. The
piezoelectric materials are used in conjunction with passive inductance-resistancecapacitance (RLC) circuits to dampen specific vibration modes. The piezoelectric
materials convert mechanical energy to electrical energy, which is then dissipated in
the RLC circuit through joule heating. Resonant shunt damping circuits, comprised of
inductors, capacitors, and resistors, are simple to design and can significantly augment
the damping of lightly-damped flexible structures.
Piezoelectric materials have the unique ability to convert mechanical energy into
electrical energy and vice versa. When strained the piezoelectric materials produce a
voltage difference across the poled terminals. This characteristic has been exploited in
various configurations of mechanical sensors. Inversely, piezoelectric materials strain
when a voltage is applied. This characteristic enables piezoelectric materials to be
used as mechanical actuators. Active control systems require complex amplifiers and
electronic sensors. Implementation of simple and robust passive control systems using
piezoelectric materials decreases the risk of malfunction and deterioration. A passive
control system is used to damp a single mode of a simple cantilever beam (1-DOF).
Analysis was done to predict the optimal position of a piezoelectric tile on the beam.
A resonant shunt circuit was created using an inductor and resistor in series and
parallel. The electrical impedance frequency was tuned to equate the modal frequency
that was to be damped. The efficiency of these shunts depends very much on the
ability to (i) transfer strain from the vibrating structure to the transducer material, and
(ii) transform the strain energy into electrical energy inside the active material. The
latter is measured by the piezoelectric electromechanical coupling factor k.

Appllication of sh
hunt dampiing for a can
ntilever beaam:
An aanalytical model
m
has beeen developed to determ
mine point displacemen
nts, mode
shapees and strainn energy of a cantilever beam.
b
A beaam clamped at one end and
a free at
the otther was useed.

Fig. 3.11 Cantileveer beam withh PZT patch
The Euler-Berno
E
oulli methodd is used to model the cantilever beam.
b
The governing
g
undam
mped equattion of motiion for the beam for forced
f
motioon under zeero initial
condiitions can bee written as:

(33.30)
where w is the displacement
d
t of the beam
m, ρ is the density
d
of thee steel beam
m, A is the
cross-sectional arrea, and F(t)) is the exterrnal force appplied to thee beam. The boundary
condiitions are:

Considering a harmonic
h
forrcing function applied to a singlee point on the
t beam,
accorrding to Fig. 1, we can write:
w

(33.31)
where ω is the frrequency, Lf is the positiion of the appplied force and c2 can be
b written
as:

(33.32)
m
is a three-dimeensional devvice poled along
a
one axis.
a
Most
A pieezoelectric material
piezooelectric patcches (PZT) are
a poled acrross the thicckness with eelectrodes thhrough the
top and
a bottom planes.
p
As a voltage difference is applied
a
acrooss the electtrodes (x3
directtion in Figurre 2), a strainn is produced in the otheer two directtions (x1 andd x2).

Fig. 3.12 PZT patch design
d
on caantilever beaam
For tthe given ex
xperiment, axis 1 is bonnded along the
t horizonttal neutral axis
a
of the
cantillever beam as
a shown in Figure 1. When
W
deform
med by the cantilever ben
nding, the
PZT produces a voltage
v
acrooss axis 3. Thhe material transverse coupling
c
connstant (kij)
j
and
is useed to describbe the relatioonship of ennergy transfeer from the i--axis to the j-axis
is speecific to the PZT patch design. A siimplified desscription of the PZT dam
mper is to
conveert mechaniical energy into electriccal energy and then diissipate the electrical
energgy in the foorm of joulle heating through
t
a reesistor. Thee equation for
f power
dissippated by the resistor is;

(33.33)

Maxiimizing the current throough the ressistor increasses electricaal damping. A simple
resisttor shunt circcuit can be used
u
as a brooadband dam
mper. The reesistor will effectively
e
dissippate energy from
f
all moddes of vibrattion.
Paraallel RL Cirrcuit
An innductor-resisstor shunt circuit
c
was implemented
i
d to create an
a electricall resonant
frequuency for sin
ngle mode daamping. Placcing the induuctor and ressistor in paraallel to the
PZT allows for the simplesst electrical frequency tuning
t
becaause the ind
ductor and
resisttor can be altered
a
indeppendently. Optimum
O
reesistor and iinductor vallues for a
paralllel configuration were calculated
c
u
using
the meethod outlinned by Wu and
a Bicos
(19977) as;
1. Exxperimentallyy determinee ωo and ωss for the canntilever beam
m. ωo and ωs
ω are the
PZT open-circuitt and short-circuit modall frequenciess for the canttilever beam
m.
2. Caalculate the generalized
g
eelectromechaanical coupling coefficieent for modee 31.

(33.34)
3. Deetermine thee PZT capaacitance at constant strrain. CT is the pre-bonnded PZT
capaccitance.

(33.35)
4. Caalculate the normalized
n
tuuning frequeency

(33.36)
5. Thhe optimum parallel
p
induuctance is

(33.37)
6. Thhe optimum parallel
p
shunnt resistance is

(33.38)

Fig. 3.13 RLC
R
circuit for piezo-ellectric materrial
Seriees RL Circu
uit
By K
Kirchoff’s law
w, current is constant thrrough elemeents in seriess. Therefore,, a resistor
and iinductor in series withh the PZT can achievee maximum
m current thrrough the
resisttor. The opptimum resiistor and innductor valuues for thee series circcuit were
calcuulated follow
wing the procedures
p
o Hagood and Von Flotow (19
of
991). The
dissippation tuningg parameter was calculatted by

(33.39)
The ooptimal circu
uit damping was determiined by

(33.40)
The ooptimal seriees shunt resisstance is

(33.41)
The eelectrical ressonance freqquency is

(33.42)

The optimal seriies configurration inductance value can be callculate by setting the
electrrical frequenncy equal to the short-cirrcuit frequenncy (ωe = ωoo).

(33.43)

Source:
http://nptel.ac.in/courses/112107088/9

